Our goal for this study was to understand the cause of the differences in surface properties between surfaces processed using water jet peening (WJP) and shot peening (SP) and to examine the compressive residual stress introduction process with low plastic strain using SP. The dynamic behaviors of stress and strain in surfaces during these processes were analyzed through elasto-plastic calculations using a finite-element method program, and the calculated results were compared with measured results obtained through experiments. Media impacting a surface results in a difference in the hardness and microstructure of the processed surface. During SP, a shot deforms the surface locally with stress concentration in the early stages of the impact, while shock waves deform the surface evenly throughout the wave passage across the surface during WJP. A shot with a larger diameter creates a larger impact area on the surface during shot impact. Thus, SP with a large-diameter shot suppresses the stress concentration under the same kinetic energy condition. As the shot diameter increases, the equivalent plastic strain decreases. On the other hand, the shot is subject to size restriction since the calculated results indicate the compressive residual stress at the surface decreased and occasionally became almost zero as the shot diameter increased. Thus, compressive residual stress introduction with low plastic strain by using SP is considered achievable by using shots with a large diameter and choosing the appropriate peening conditions.
Introduction
Water jet peening (WJP) has been applied in several nuclear power plants in Japan for preventing stress corrosion cracking (SCC). Hardening of materials is thought to be a factor in SCC initiation (Kuniya, et al., 2007, and Takeda, et al., 2008) . The WJP process introduces compressive residual stress reaching hundreds of micrometers in depth (Saitou, et al., 2003) , comparable with shot peening (SP), but much smaller plastic deformation at the processed surfaces. A surface processed using WJP showed a hardness increase of 70 HV, while a surface processed using SP showed a hardness increase of 250 HV and a severely deformed microstructure (Kaneda et al., 2009 ). The SP compressive residual stress creation mechanism, in which hard shots directly impact the surface, has been clarified through experiments and elasto-plastic calculations using a finite-element method program (Ogawa et al., 1999, and Konishi, et al., 2000) . On the other hand, the WJP mechanism, in which shock waves induced by cavitation extinctions impact the surface, was suggested through experiments and elasto-plastic calculations using a finite-element method program (Ishibashi et al., 2010) . The mechanism of underwater laser irradiation, which also induces shock waves, was suggested by analyzing the propagation of a shock wave and the dynamic response of the irradiated material through elasto-plastic calculations using a finite-element method program (Sano, et al., 2000) . The objective for this study was to understand the cause of the differences in surface properties between surfaces processed using WJP and SP and to examine the compressive residual stress introduction process with low plastic strain using SP. We analyzed the dynamic behaviors of stress and strain in the surface during these processes through elasto-plastic calculations using a finite-element method program and compared the calculated results with measured results obtained through experiments.
Experimental procedure 2.1 Materials and Peening
We evaluated 316L stainless steel used as an internal core structure material in nuclear reactors for this study. The chemical composition and tensile properties of this steel used for evaluation of residual stress at surface portions using peening processes are listed in Table 1 . The steel was solution-heat-treated at 1332-1342 K for 1.84 ks followed by water quench. It was also annealed at 1143 K for 7.2 ks followed by air cooling for strain release.
Electro-polished surfaces of plate specimens (200 mm in length, 200 mm in width, and 20 mm in thickness) of the steel were processed with either WJP or SP. The WJP specimens were processed at a water flow rate of 8x10 -4 m 3 /s for an accumulative process time of 2400 s/m. The SP specimens were processed by shooting 304 stainless steel shots 0.4 mm in diameter at an injection rate of 0.058 kg/s using an air pressure of 0.5 MPa from a nozzle 190 mm distant traveling at a speed of 6.7x10 -3 m/s parallel to the surface of the plate specimens. The shots were fabricated using heavily cold working processes and exhibited hardness of 625±20 HV at a test load of 1.96 N. The peening nozzle traveled along the center line of the plate specimens. Thus, the area treated by peening exhibited zonal distribution. The effect of peening gradually decreased as the distance from the center line. The average diameter of observed impact scars was 0.25 mm for WJP and 0.12 mm for SP. The scars considerably overlapped around the center line. 
Residual stress and strain measurement
We used the sin 2  method to determine the residual stresses at the surfaces for a diffraction peak from the {311} plane using a V-K characteristic X-ray. Residual stresses were measured after predetermined thicknesses were removed from the surface by electro-polishing to obtain their depth profile. Cross-sectional hardness and misorientation in the grain were used to estimate the plastic strain in the deformed portions. The cross-sectional hardness was measured using test forces of 0.049 and 9.8 N. The cross-sectional surfaces for the hardness measurement were finished by polishing with an abrasive of colloidal silica.
The relationship of cross-sectional hardness with a plastic strain processed by tensile deformation (Ishibashi et al., 2010) and cold rolling (Kuniya et al., 2007) is shown in Fig. 2 . The hardness increased as plastic strain increased. The hardness measured at a test force of 0.049 N was higher than that at a test force of 9.8 N for specimens with smaller plastic strains, while they were the same for specimens with larger plastic strains. The differences in hardness for specimens with smaller plastic strains can likely be attributed to the deformation of the remaining surface layer during specimen preparation and inherent test force dependency. Hardness does not depend on indentation depth for inherently harder materials; however, it increases as the indentation depth decreases for softer materials with higher work hardening rates (Nix, 1997, and McElhaney et al., 1998) . Thus, the hardness measured at a test force of 9.8 N is considered the same hardness at a test force of 0.049 N in the region of a plastic strain of more than 0.3, as shown in Fig. 2 . A correlation curve calculated using Eq. (1) was determined from the hardness data at a test force of 0.049 N in the region of a plastic strain of less than 0.3 and at a test force of 9.8 N in the region of a plastic strain of more than 0.3. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) patterns were measured using the orientation imaging microscopy (OIM TM ) system of TexSEM laboratories. The grain reference orientation deviation (GROD) was used as a measure of misorientation in the grain and is defined as the orientation deviation from the point in the grain with the lowest kernel average misorientation (KAM). The KAM for a given point is defined as the average misorientation between the point and its neighbors. Misorientation in the grain increases linearly as plastic strain increases up to about 0.2 for austenitic stainless steels (Angeliu, 1999 , Kimura, 2005 , and Kamaya, 2006 . Although the spacing between the measured points affects the KAM, it affects the GROD only slightly if it is small enough compared with the grain sizes. The GROD therefore can be compared among data sets using the different spacing. The average GROD,  ave. , increases linearly up to the plastic strain,  p , of 0.2 with the relationship provided from Eq. (2) (Ishibashi et al., 2010) . 
Theoretical analysis
We conducted a pulse-load propagation simulation through elasto-plastic calculations using a finite-element method program, LS-DYNA, to analyze the effects of various parameters of the impact processes on the depth profiles of the residual stress and amount of plastic deformation on the surface of austenitic stainless steels processed with either WJP or SP. The two-dimensional axisymmetrical mesh configurations used for the analysis are shown in Fig. 2 . A shock wave from cavitation bubble collapse spherically propagates in water and impacts surface (Fujikawa, 1984) . The impact of a shock wave with WJP is expressed as a spatially homogeneous pulse-load on a circular area on the surface for simplicity. The size of loaded circular area remains unchanged during the impact. The pulse-load is a triangle wave with a maximum loaded force of 2 GPa, as shown in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, the impact of an SP shot is expressed as a pulse-load of the impact of a hard sphere on the surface. For simplicity, the hard sphere is treated as
The elasto-plastic parameters of the austenitic stainless steels used for the calculation are listed in Table 2 . According to these analyses, the average equivalent strain rate at surface during impact is from 10 3 to 10 5 s -1 . Although strain-rate dependency of mechanical properties for steels, including austenitic stainless steel, is well known, data of mechanical properties at strain rate higher than 1×10 3 s -1 are not sufficient. The yield stress of 304 stainless steel increases from approximately 300 MPa at a strain rate of 1.3×10 -3 s -1 to approximately 390 MPa at a strain rate of 2.0×10 1 s -1 (Hirayama, 1984) . The yield stress of carbon steels increases from approximately 320 MPa at a strain rate of 1×10 -1 s -1 to approximately 540 MPa at a strain rate of 5.0×10 3 s -1 (Nebu, 2015) . The yield stress of approximately 600
MPa is extrapolated at strain rates of 10 4 to 10 5 s -1 from these tendencies. Thus, the dynamic yield stress for a surface without work-hardening assumed to be 600 MPa. On the other hand, dynamic yield stress for a surface work-hardened by SP is assumed to be 1300 MPa. The simulation was conducted assuming that the surfaces were homogenous or homogenously deformed using previous peening. Tensile（0.049 N） (Ishibashi, 2010) Tensile（9.8 N） (Ishibashi, 2010) Rolled（9.8 N） (Kuniya, 2007) HV=-160ε p 2 +332ε p +172 3 rigid body because the 304 stainless steel shots exhibit high hardness. Both the loaded force and loaded area vary during impact for deformation of the surface.
The area loaded by WJP is circular where a spatially homogeneous pulse-load impacts the surface. On the other hand, the area loaded by SP is the maximum area coming into contact with a shot. This area varied during impact and depended on the size and velocity of the shot. The loaded area size in the analyses was applied based on the size of the impact scars. The loaded cycle in the analyses was under condition of three impacts at the same point on the surface.
The parameters of the elasto-plastic calculation for WJP are listed in Table 3 . The parameters of the pulse-load were based on the cavitation bubble collapse phenomena. Some researchers have reported that the bubble collapse pressure is 1 to 10 GPa from theoretical and experimental methods, and the collapse period is 2 to 3 s (Okada, 1998) . The diameters of the loaded area were based on observation results of the surface processed using WJP. The diameters of the impact scars on the processed surface were 0.04 to 0.95 mm, and the average diameter of the impact scars was 0.25 mm. The loaded area size in the analyses was applied based on the size of the impact scars. The effects of the loaded force and loaded area size during impact on the depth profiles of residual stress and amount of plastic deformation are described in a previous paper (Ishibashi, et al., 2010) .
The parameters of the elasto-plastic calculation for SP conformed to the experimental condition. The velocity of a hard sphere with a diameter of 0.4 mm injected using an air pressure of 0.5 MPa was determined to be 75 m/s based on the reported relationship between the diameter and velocity by various air pressures (Ogawa, 1994) . The four conditions in Table 3 were determined to investigate the effect of shot diameter on the depth profiles of the residual stresses and amount of plastic deformation under the same kinetic energy condition of 7.5 x 10 -4 J for a density, , of
The removal of the surface layer causes the redistribution of stress and strain from the residual stress and strain distributions after peening. To compare the calculated results with the experimental results, the redistribution of stress and strain was calculated after removing two meshes 25 m in depth and 50 m in radius in the depth direction. The removed area was small enough to be involved in a compressive residual stress area similar to the experimental condition.
The loaded area diameter of 0.25 mm by WJP in the analysis was applied based on the average size of the observed impact scars with diameters from 0.04 to 0.95 mm. The loaded area diameter of approximately 0.2 mm during impacts of SP (shot diameter: 0.4 mm) was derived from this analyses and close to the observed impact scars with diameters of 0.1 to 0.2 mm. Thus, the loaded areas applied in the analyses are considered reasonable and appropriate as representative values. 
Results

Plastic strain of surfaces processed using peening
The depth profiles of the cross-sectional hardness (tested at a force of 0.049 N) of the initial surface, surface processed using WJP, and surface processed using SP are shown in Fig. 3(a) (Kaneda, et al., 2009 ). The initial surface showed a homogeneous hardness distribution of 159±9 HV at depths from 20 to 400 m. On the other hand, an increase in hardness was observed near the processed surfaces. The surface processed using WJP showed an average hardness of 217 HV at a depth of 20 m and an increase in hardness at depths up to 80 m. The surface processed using SP showed an average hardness of 406 HV at a depth of 20 m and an increase in hardness at depths up to 180 m. Thus, the surface processed using WJP showed less increase in hardness and a shallower hardened layer than that using SP. Compared to the relationship between hardness and corresponding plastic strain calculated using Eq. (1) in Fig. 3 , the plastic strain at a depth of 20 m corresponded to about 0.16 for the surface processed using WJP and larger than 0.916 for the surface processed using SP.
The average GROD in an area of 300 x 10 m 2 was calculated for every 10 m of depth. The average GROD depth profiles are shown in Fig. 4 (a) (Ishibashi, et al., 2010) . The GROD in the map of the initial surface was less than 1 degree. Both processed surfaces showed an increase in GROD from the surface edge to about 300 m in depth. The GROD near the surface processed using SP was much larger than that near the surface processed using WJP. Notably, an EBSD unmeasurable area existed near the surface processed using SP because of the large deformation. Thus, the surface processed using WJP was deformed as deep as that using SP but deformed much less. The depth profiles of the corresponding plastic strain calculated using Eq. (2) from the average GROD depth profiles in Fig. 4 (a) are also shown in Fig. 4(b) . The corresponding plastic strain from the average GROD in Fig. 4 (b) was lower than that from the hardness in Fig. 3(b) . This reveals that a surface using peening shows different deformation of grains from the bulk by tension in which base data were taken for the relationship between strain and average GROD. Cross sectional depth distribution of average GROD and corresponding plastic strain from average GROD in surfaces processed using SP and WJP.
Elasto-plastic calculation 4.2.1 Surface processed using WJP
The calculated stress-strain history during three shock wave impacts and the cross-sectional residual stress distributions from the three impacts using WJP for the steel specimen with  y of 600 MPa are shown in Fig. 5 . The shock wave impacts by using WJP generated compressive stress with positive strain in the radial and circumferential directions and with negative strain in the axial direction, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The depth profiles of the radial residual stress in Fig. 5(b) indicate that compressive stress exists up to a depth of approximately 300 m. The cause of compressive stress is discussed in a previous paper (Ishibashi, et al., 2010) . A region with radial, circumferential, and axial compressive residual stresses exists at the directly processed surface portion. Tensile residual stress is shown at a deeper region for radial residual stress and at an area around the region with compressive residual stress for circumferential and axial residual stresses. The directly processed surface portion expanded against the surrounding restraint during the process and subsequently compressed from the surrounding restraint after being unloaded. The profiles were calculated under conditions of three impacts; subsequently the upper layer was removed to simulate actual X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) residual stress measurements. The compressive stress near the point of impact decreased due to redistribution after the upper layer was removed. The depth profiles of the radial residual stress Correpondning plastic strain,
Depth from surface, z/μm
Surface processed using SP (Ishibashi et al., 2010) Surface processed using WJP (Ishibashi et al., 2010) after removal of the upper layer almost corresponded to that from the XRD residual stress measurement, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . There was almost no additive strain in all directions from the second and third shock wave impacts, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Thus, the stain was saturated in the case of the same loaded force. This is likely the reason the calculated depth profiles of the radial residual stress for the steel specimen with  y of 600 MPa almost corresponded to that from the XRD residual stress measurement for the steel specimen with  0.2 of 260 MPa.
(a) Stress-strain history (b) Depth profiles of radial residual stress Fig. 5 Calculated stress-strain history during three impacts and depth profiles of radial residual stress after impacts for surface processed using WJP. Stress-strain histories of radial direction and circumferential direction nearly overlap.
Surface processed using SP
The calculated stress-strain history during three shot impacts and the cross-sectional residual stress distributions from the impacts using SP (shot diameter: 0.4 mm) for the steel specimen with  y of 600 MPa are shown in Fig. 6 . The shot impacts by using SP generated compressive stress with positive strain in the radial and circumferential directions and with negative strain in the axial direction, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The depth profiles of the radial residual stress in Fig. 6 (b) indicate that compressive stress exists up to a depth of approximately 380 m. The cause of the compressive stress is the same as that using WJP (Ishibashi, et al., 2010) . The additive strain in all directions from the second and third shot impacts was much larger than that using WJP, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Thus, the stain increased by repeated shot impacts. The equivalent stress reached approximately 1300 MPa. The calculated stress-strain history during three shot impacts and the cross-sectional residual stress distributions from the impacts using SP (shot diameter: 0.4 mm) for the steel specimen with  y of 1300 MPa are shown in Fig. 7 . The steel specimen with  y of 1300 MPa indicated higher residual stress, but less additive strain in all directions from the second and third shot impacts compared to the steel specimen with  y of 600 MPa, as shown in Fig.   7(a) .
The calculated depth profiles of the residual stress were compared to that from the XRD residual stress measurement. The depth profile of the radial residual stress after removal of the upper layer for the steel specimen with  y of 600 MPa almost corresponded to the experimental depth profile, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . On the other hand, the depth profile of the radial residual stress after removal of the upper layer for the steel specimen with  y of 1300 MPa corresponded little to the experimental depth profile, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . This likely indicates that the calculated surface for the steel specimen with  y of 600 MPa has a strain condition similar to the surface processed using SP for the steel specimen with  0.2 of 260 MPa.
The calculated stress-strain histories during three impacts for the surface ( y : 600 MPa.) processed using SP (shot diameter: 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 mm) are shown in Figs. 8(a), (b) , and (c). Compared to the calculated stress-strain history by using SP (shot diameter: 0.4 mm) shown in Fig. 6 , strains from shot impacts decreased as the shot diameter increased. The calculated depth profiles of the radial residual stress after three impacts for the surface ( y : 600 MPa.) processed using SP with various shot diameters are shown in Fig. 8(d) . As the shot diameter increased, the compressive radial residual stress slightly decreased and became slightly deeper. The compressive radial residual stress at the surface particularly decreased close to zero.
(a) Stress-strain history (b) Depth profiles of radial residual stress Fig. 6 Calculated stress-strain history during three impacts and depth profiles of radial residual stress after three impacts for surface ( y : 600 MPa.) processed using SP (shot diameter: 0.4 mm). Stress-strain histories of radial direction and circumferential direction nearly overlap.
(a) Stress-strain history (b) Depth profiles of radial residual stress Fig. 7 Calculated stress-strain history during three impacts and depth profiles of radial residual stress after three impacts for surface ( y : 1300 MPa.) processed using SP (shot diameter: 0.4 mm). Stress-strain histories of radial direction and circumferential direction nearly overlap. Calculated stress-strain histories during three impacts for surface ( y : 600 MPa.) processed using SP (shot diameter: 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 mm) and dependence of shot diameter on calculated depth profiles of radial residual stress after three impacts. Stress-strain histories of radial direction and circumferential direction nearly overlap.
Discussion
The SP process resulted in larger deformation at the surface than using WJP. This is considered due to the difference in media impacting the surface. During SP, the shot deforms the surface locally with much higher surface pressure in the early stages of the impact, while during WJP, shock waves deform the surface evenly throughout the wave passage across the surface. Calculated time variations of the Von Mises stress and strain at the center of the loaded area during impact are shown in Fig. 9 . The red arrows in Figs 9 (a) and (b) show the times of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 s corresponding to Fig. 9(c) . The center of the loaded area during SP exhibited higher stress and larger strain than the center during WJP, as shown in Fig. 9(c) . From these analyzed results, it can be inferred that the media impacting the surface create a difference in the hardness and microstructure of the processed surface.
An increase in stress concentration leads to larger deformation of the surface according to the above discussion, so SP with large-diameter shots is expected to suppress the stress concentration. The diameter of the loaded area, d l is the maximum diameter of the surface area impacted by a shot, as shown in Fig. 10 , and is defined as an index of stress concentration. The characteristic variations of the evaluated positions from the three impacts by shots with various diameters are shown in Fig. 11 . The arrows show the imaginary transition of strain and residual stress with work-hardening progression during SP process (shot diameter: 0.4 mm). A shot with a larger diameter shows a larger diameter of loaded area. Thus, SP with large-diameter shots suppresses the stress concentration under the same kinetic energy condition. As the shot diameter increased, the equivalent plastic strain decreased and was occasionally less than that using WJP. Moreover, the depth with compressive stress tended to increase. On the other hand, compressive residual stress at the surface decreased and occasionally became almost zero. Thus, compressive residual stress introduction with lower plastic strain processed using SP is considered achievable by using shots with a large diameter and choosing the appropriate peening condition. 
Conclusions
Our goal was to understand the cause of the differences in surface properties between surfaces processed using WJP and SP and to examine the compressive residual stress introduction process with low plastic strain using SP. We analyzed the dynamic behaviors of stress and strain in the surface during these processes through elasto-plastic calculations using a finite-element method program and compared the calculated results with measured results obtained through experiments. The following conclusions were reached.
Media impacting the surface create a difference in the hardness and microstructure of the processed surface. During SP, the shot deforms the surface locally with stress concentrating in the early stages of the impact, while shock waves deform the surface evenly throughout the wave passage across the surface during WJP.
A shot with a larger diameter creates a larger impact area on the surface. Thus, SP with a large-diameter shots suppresses the stress concentration under the same kinetic energy condition. As the shot diameter increases, the equivalent plastic strain decreases. On the other hand, the shot is subject to size restriction since the calculated results indicated the compressive residual stress at the surface decreased and became occasionally almost zero as the shot diameter increased. Thus, compressive residual stress introduction with lower plastic strain by using SP is considered achievable by using shots with a large diameter and choosing the appropriate peening conditions. Takeda, K., Taniyama, A., Kudo, T., Uchida, H. and Mizuki, J., SCC behavior at hardened surface layer of 316(LC) in water on high temperature, Zairyo-to- Kankyo, Vol. 58, No. 6, (2008), pp. 228-233 (in Japanese) .
